Dynamic and solution-oriented QA
Are you motivated by a changing and dynamic environment with steady flow of new projects and
a large assignment diversity? Do you work independently, and do you thrive in engaging in
projects cooperating with other professions, where your task is to ensure the completeness and
quality of our documentation? Then we need you in our QA-team.
About NCK A/S
NCK A/S is a contract company with expertise in process development, production, and analysis
of active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) for use in early clinical development of drugs. We have
a multifunctional production facility and supply both non-GMP and GMP products to customers
worldwide. We place emphasis on providing our customers with a high-quality service, as well as
meeting deadlines. We are a total of 35 employees.
The QA team consists of 3 people who work closely with synthetic chemists, analytical chemists
and the production department in various projects on a daily basis and are part of the
constructive, solution-oriented process.
Internally in QA, we have frequent sparring regarding developing solutions and ensuring optimal
processes in relation to quality, efficiency, and meeting customers' expectations.
Responsibilities
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Á
Á
Á
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Á

Participation in status meetings and sparring with project managers and QC
Review of batch and analytical documentation
Preparation and review of procedures and methods
Deviation handling
Training of employees in GMP and procedures
Oversee calibration, qualification and validation activities for equipment and methods
Preparation for and participation in audits with both customers and authorities

Your professional qualifications
Á You have a scientific background as a pharmacist, engineer or cand. scient.
(synthetic/analytical chemistry)
Á You have GMP experience
Á You are in a QA position today or have knowledge of QA work
Á You likely have some years of experience from a similar position
Á Since most of our customer-oriented communication and documentation is in English, you
master this, both orally and in writing
Your personal qualifications
We place great emphasis on personal qualifications and expect that you:
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are well-structured with good prioritization and planning skills
are quality- and detail-oriented
are solution- and result-oriented
have good communication skills
are a team player
are service-minded and flexible

Á thrive in an informal environment with a great sense of responsibility for the individual projects
and processes
Á work well with important deadlines and unexpected challenges
We offer you
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an independent job with exciting and versatile assignments
interesting and challenging projects
close dialogue and cooperation with committed and competent colleagues
to be part of a small business where you matter, and you are an important part of a whole
professional and personal development opportunities as well as opportunity to contribute to
the constant development of NCK

For further information please contact QA Manager Thomas Høyrup Hemmingsen on tel. 4439
6045.
Unik Human Resources handles the recruitment in collaboration with NCK. Please sent your
application and your CV as soon as possible via the link below as we have ongoing interviews
over the autumn.
Link to application
NCK A / S is an independent company owned by a foundation that over the past 60 years has
conducted contract research in organic synthesis for more than 180 companies (mainly
pharmaceuticals) around most of the world. See more about us at www.nck.dk

